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Increasing miniaturisation means electronics devices are becoming ever
more difficult to produce at an industrial level. This is a particular problem
in Europe where much of semiconductor manufacture is focused on often
short-run, application-specific devices in a wide range of technologies. The
MEDEA+ 2T102 HYMNE project has therefore set out to develop methods,
software and hardware that will enable European chipmakers to shorten
production cycle times and improve device yields, through increased
automation and use of new materials. The result will be a significant gain in
competitiveness in advanced technology manufacture, boosting global sales
and improving European employment prospects.
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MEDEA+ !2365 is the industry-driven pan-European
programme for advanced co-operative R&D in
microelectronics to ensure Europe's technological and
industrial competitiveness in this sector on a worldwide basis.
MEDEA+ focuses on enabling technologies for the
Information Society and aims to make Europe a leader in
system innovation on silicon for the e-economy.

